MSc Speech and Language Therapy online chat session

This online chat session is for students interested in studying our MSc Speech and Language Therapy course. The session will be run by academic staff, giving you the opportunity to ask questions about your chosen course at City, University of London. As this is a typed chat group session, you will be able to see the answers to questions asked by other attendees.

Thank you for joining us for today’s session which will run from 17:00 - 18:00 (BST). This is an open chat session for you to ask any questions you have regarding this programme and life at City, University of London. During the session we may also share videos, polls or documents relating to your course.

To ask a question, please type it in the chat box. Your question will not post straight away - it will be sent to our Moderators who will type an answer back. Once their answer is complete, it will be published with your question.

Your moderators today are:
- Allen Hinson, Senior Lecturer in Phonetics & Forensic Speech Scientist
- Paul Turner, Divisional Lead
- Farha Choudhury, MSc Speech and Language Therapy student
- Rebecca Lewis, Admissions Support Officer
- Susan Gales, Marketing Executive
- Joe Saxon, Marketing and Recruitment Assistant
- Shanice Harrison, Marketing and Recruitment Assistant

Hello, my name is Paul Turner and I’m Divisional Lead in Language and Communication Science. I’m looking forward to answering your questions.

My name is Rebecca from the Admissions Team. Happy to help with any admissions queries you have regarding the course today.

Hello, my name is Shanice and I work in marketing here at City. I hope you enjoy today’s session!

Hi, I’m Susan, I work in the marketing team here at City, I’m looking forward to helping to answer your questions.
Hi, My name is Joe and I am a Marketing Assistant at City, University of London. I look forward to answering your questions!

When is the application for the msc

The course is open until the 31st of May. There are still a few places left for 2019

Thank you for joining us for today’s session which will run from 17:00 - 18:00 (BST). This is an open chat session for you to ask any questions you have regarding this programme and life at City, University of London. During the session we may also share videos, polls or documents relating to your course.

To ask a question, please type it in the chat box. Your question will not post straight away - it will be sent to our Moderators who will type an answer back. Once their answer is complete, it will be published with your question.

Your moderators today are:
Allen Hirson, Senior Lecturer in Phonetics & Forensic Speech Scientist
Paul Turner, Divisional Lead
Fharia Choudhury, MSc Speech and Language Therapy student
Rebecca Lewis, Admissions Support Officer
Susan Giles, Marketing Executive
Joe Saxon, Marketing and Recruitment Assistant
Shanice Harrison, Marketing and Recruitment Assistant

Hello, My name is Allen Hirson. I lecture on the MSc course and am also one of the Admissions Tutors in the Division.

Hi, does anyone know how many of us are on this course this year?

We aim to have around 100 students on the MSc programme, but are still accepting applications

hey i have applied in this programme i wanna know how much time will it take to get admission?

Hi - we have shortlisted your application and we are currently in the process of contacting applicants for a Skype Interview.

When am I supposed to fill form for college

The course is open until the 31st of May. There are still a few places left for 2019

How to take the admission in the college and is there any entrance exam

No there’s no entrance exam, but you need to attend an interview
Thank you so much for all of your questions. We are busy answering them at the moment. Please do not re-post your question.

i wanna know about the course outlines like subjects

The course includes topics like phonetics, phonology, psychology and communication disorder. Please see the website for further details

How large is the pool of acceptance?

We aim to have around 100 students on the MSc programme, but are still accepting applications

Good morning, my name is [redacted] from [redacted], wanted to ask how is full time study means? thank you

If I understand your question correctly, the answer is that the course is though the course really is very intensive. On days that the students are at college attending classes, lectures/tutorials frequently run almost continuously from 09:00-18:00 (with a break for lunch!). A day a week is reserved for Clinical Placements, and students have one day of private study time.

Hi, I was wondering if you could tell me what a typical week would be like for us - in terms of lecture/seminar hours and hours for placements?

Hi! During term 1 we had lectures every day but Wednesday. We also carried out placement at a children’s and elder people’s setting (3 days each).

In term 2 we had lectures Monday, Thursday and Friday with one day of placement per week (Tues or Wed). Our clinical tutorials are on once every two weeks.

We also have a summer block placement after exams. This is 3 days a week for approx 7 weeks.

Would it be possible to ask in this forum what support City provide towards accommodation.
Postgraduate accommodation

City, University of London students can apply for a place in our modern halls of residence or get help with finding private accommodation in London.

What experience do you like people to have prior to starting the course?

We want people to understand about the types of communication difficulties that people can experience and what SLTs do to help them. You can shadow an SLT, or attend a course about what it’s like to be an SLT at City Lit college or volunteer for a charity like the Stroke Association.

Are there any scholarships and if yes then what are the criteria?

You can find out more about fees and funding options here, including our scholarships and bursaries: https://www.city.ac.uk/study/fees-and-funding.

Fees and funding

Find out about fees at City, as well as the range of funding options.

Hello! I’m interested in doing my postgrad in Speech Language Therapy. What percentage of applicants do you accept from USA?

The course attracts students from around the world - primarily the Angophone world - and we currently have 2 students from Canada for example (in a cohort of 98 students). The percentage is small, but we value the diverse linguistic histories of our students. I am aware of one of last year’s French-English bilingual MSc students is currently jumping over the hoops to practice in France.
Do you publish a pre-course reading list please?

If you email health@city.ac.uk, our admissions team will be able to share this with you.

Is there two sessions in a year in which I can take admission?

We only have one intake for this particular course, which is in September each year.

Is it essential to have a 1st class undergrad?

Hello, no you don’t need to have a 1st class undergraduate degree. The entry requirements are:
An upper second-class (2:1 or 1st) Bachelor’s degree from a UK university or an overseas qualification of an equivalent standard, and a minimum of five grade 4 (C) passes in GCSE or equivalent, including English and Mathematics.

Hi, do you know when I’ll expect to hear back? I submitted my application in Nov/Dec I think and my form says ‘processing’.

You should have heard back by now, and I will chase this up tomorrow morning on your behalf.

Hello I have applied to the MSc programme and have an interview tomorrow morning. What sort of study commitment is there each week, in addition to the timetabled lectures etc? Thank you.

Hi, could you please email health@city.ac.uk and we can forward you a timetable.

Hi! I’m looking forward to it! I wondered how do the placements work? Do you allocate students and rotate through different settings? Or do we get to choose based on our interest? Thank you.

Hi! In term 1 we are asked to fill out a form with our preferences which they take into consideration when allocating placements. This may not always be guaranteed however we all will have had at least a placement in an adult and child setting over the two years.

Hi all, thank you for running this online session. I wanted to ask, do you have any recommended reading before the course starts that would be helpful for those of us who are not coming from a speech and language therapy academic background? Many thanks, Bhavisha

Thanks for joining us. If you email health@city.ac.uk, our admissions team will be able to share the recommended reading list with you.
I have a few questions! How many hours a week in general is the course? Is it possible to have a part time job whilst studying?

The course is very intensive, minimally 3 full days at University, one day on placement and one day private study in term time. It is possible to have a part-time job but only with limited hours.

I wanna know about scholarships are you going to offer any scholarship?

Hello, you can find out more about fees and scholarships here: https://www.city.ac.uk/study/fees-and-funding

Fees and funding
Find out about fees at City, as well as the range of funding options.

Hi everyone! I was wondering how the placements work? Are we assigned to a placement, or do we have to find them ourselves? How many days will we spend on placement?

Hi Could you please email health@city.ac.uk and we can forward you a placements schedule.

Is having field experience in S&L an entry requirement?

Yes we would expect people to have done some sort of work experience with people who have communication difficulties, be that shadowing an SLT or charity work or work with children with speech/lang delay or adults with dementia etc.

Are admissions still open for the MSc speech therapy program?

Yes, we are still accepting applications until 31st May

Hi all, my name is [redacted] and I have recently applied for the MSc this September! I was wondering after applying how long after would you usually hear back whether you will get an interview or not?

Applications are normally dealt with within a few weeks. Do you have a reference number that would help me track what has happened to your application?
How do the placements run across both years?

Yes, they run over both years

Will the course initially be difficult if my undergrad was not in Speech and Language Therapy?

No, a BSc in SLT leads to registration as an SLT, so people don't do a BSc SLT then an MSc SLT. People on the course come from a range of backgrounds inc psychology biology, English, linguistics, etc

Is the intensity of the course similar to the bsc

The MSc course is more intensive than the BSc course as we cover similar course content over 2 years rather than 3 years

Thank you Rebecca.

Do you publish a pre-course reading list please?

Such a Reading List has certainly existed in the past. Email me directly after this session, and I will do my best to retrieve it and email it to you. My email address is A.Hinson@city.ac.uk

Okay and the forms are filled once in a year or there is any winter session also

No there's just one intake per year, in Sept

Would carrying out 3rd year psychology dissertation project on a topic related to speech and language be advisable/taken into account on application?

Yes it would be taken into account in the application, but it's not a requirement

Hello Paul please can you email out schedule of reading lists and academic deadlines so we can start over the summer

Yes will do

Hi, I am applying to September 2020 what are the admission requirements other than 2:1, such as work experience? After this there are interviews?
You can find details about our entry criteria and selection process on the course page (in the 'Entry requirements' drop-down box): [https://www.city.ac.uk/study/courses/postgraduate/speech-and-language-therapy](https://www.city.ac.uk/study/courses/postgraduate/speech-and-language-therapy)

**Speech and Language Therapy MSc Course**

Speech and Language Therapy MSc course - Accredited by the RCSLT and approved by the HCPC, develop skills for a career in speech and language therapy.

---

**Hi, I was wondering if you could tell me the start dates of the course for this September 2019 entry (MScSLT)**

**In 2019 the start date is 2nd September**

**Hi, I am applying to September 2020 what are the admission requirements other than 2:1, such as work experience? After this there are interviews?**

Yes you are required to have a 2:1, some relevant work/voluntary experience, sufficient for you to understand about working with people with communication disorders and the role of SLTs. You then need a personal statement and references.

**Hi, I am currently working as speech therapists I wanna further pursue my knowledge in this feild**

**Hi, that’s great to hear. Do you have any questions about the course or studying at City?**

**As an international student, who should I contact if I need help help with the application process?**

**Hi, Thanks. Could you please email us health@city.ac.uk and we can help you with your application queries. We also have a the application guidelines which may be of some help, please see the link below.**


**Hi, How many exams are there in the duration of the course?**

**Approximately 4-5 each year, some will be around Christmas time but most in the summer**

**In terms of the course, I know that part of the course we will be doing a range of placements. I was wondering how this was integrated into the course and how we go about applying for and finding the placements.**
During term 1, we had one day off from uni during which we were able to attend placement at a children’s and elder people’s setting. This was only for 3 days per setting and required us to find them ourselves.

In term 2 we have two days off from uni. One of these days is for placement, depending on your setting.

We also have a summer block placement after exams. This is 3 days a week for approx 7 weeks.

Placements are allocated with preferences taken into consideration as well as distance from home. All students will have been allocated at least 1 child setting and 1 adult setting over the course.

When will I find out about my interview?

If you are awaiting a response regarding your Skype interview. We are in the process of scheduling a Skype interview, if you have already submitted your details you should hear back from the Admissions Team shortly regarding your Skype interview date.

Hi I just received my offer for the msc course today. I am from Ireland and wondering what scholarships and grants are available to me. Also any advice on looking for accommodation?

Unfortunately, there are currently no government grants to support students on the course, but I believe that the School of Health Sciences (within which the department is located) MAY have a small number of scholarships available. Email SHS Admissions, and if you have no joy, get back to me directly and I will ask the question on your behalf. Alex.hinson@city.ac.uk. There is a Student Accommodation office and they should be able to offer support. They are contactable via +44 207 040 5060 (extensions 7040 or 0241)

Hello! I was wondering what the average day to day is like in the MSc program? Like lectures, externship time, etc.

Hello, you normally have 3-4 days at University and one day on placement per week. Then in the summer you have a block placement for 6 weeks

Hello, if we opt to take out a student loan when do we need to contact Student Finance England?

Hi it would be best to contact Student Finance as soon as possible to ensure there are no delays in getting your loan processed

What would the timetable be like? I am trying to decide if I should continue with part-time work, will I be able to fit this in?

Hi, you are normally at uni for 3 or sometimes 4 days and one day on placement. People do hold down part-time jobs, but only with relatively low hours

how many reference are required in the application?
2 references will be required

When can you start applications for 2020

Applications normally open at the start of October

Would you accept a degree in education studies?

Yes

I have tried to apply for student finance, however it is not available yet. Does anyone know when it will be possible to apply?

Thanks for your msg - The finance team are currently working on updating the details through student finance and deadline to update the masters course will be the end of the month

What funding is available for students in the UK?

Hi here is a link to the different funding options available: https://www.city.ac.uk/study/fees-and-funding

Fees and funding

Find out about fees at City, as well as the range of funding options.

Hi, I am just wondering about the type of work experience/voluntary work you look for on applications and how much we should aim to do? Thank you :)

Work experience or shadowing a Speech & Language Therapist in almost any context whatsoever is invaluable for a successful application. Without such experience it will be difficult to reflect upon clinical issues, either in the written application or at interview.

how many people are in each class?
There are around 100 students per year, but we also run smaller group tutorials.

In terms of the interview, what is the layout - is there just one interview or multiple and how would you go about preparing for it?

You can find details about the interview process for this course on our website: https://www.city.ac.uk/about/schools/health-sciences/selection-day/speech-and-language-therapy

Sophie, one of our student bloggers, also offers some advice for preparing for your interview in a video blog: https://blogs.city.ac.uk/slt2015/2018/10/16/slt-interviews-and-what-you-might-want-to-prep/

**SLT Interviews and What You Might Want to Prep**

As we're getting deeper into fourth year, getting organised with our research projects and literature review coursework, it suddenly feels like the end is in sight for us soon-to-be Newly Qualified Therapists.

---

**Speech and Language Therapy**

---

I wanted to ask, how many exams are there within this course?

There are approximately 4-5 exams per year.

Shanice thanks I want to know it will cover both peads as well as adults?

No problem. Yeah it covers working with both children and adults.

---

Hello, I know timetables are released in the summer but I wondered if you could give a brief outline of when reading weeks and when Christmas/ Easter holidays are for next year.
Hi [Name], please use the link to access our term dates at City, University of London
https://www.city.ac.uk/about/governance/academic-year

Academic year (term dates)
City, University of London for the 2016-17 and 2017-18 academic years.

Thank you Shanice

You’re welcome :)

I’ve read that the 2019/20 year is scheduled for 42 weeks. can you tell me how the 10 weeks holiday breaks down please? I am a foster carer and will need to make plans for my teenage placement for the weeks I’m studying and he isn’t! Thanks

In year 1 you are at University from early Sept for a two week pre-course, then there’s induction week, then an 11 week term with a reading week in the middle. There is then a 3 week break for Christmas, then exam period and another 11 week term, then two weeks for Easter, then revision exams and placement until mid July. You then return for year 2 around the 20th of Sept and the year then follows the same pattern.

Thanks for all your messages, we’ve received a lot of questions so it may take us a little bit of time to answer all of them. We’re working through them though so please don’t repost your questions.

What does a typical day look like when studying a masters in speech and language therapy?

Our timetable varies depending on the days - some days are a lot longer than others. Term 2 is a lot busier than term 1. Mondays lectures were between 9-3/4:30pm, Thursdays 11-6pm and Friday 9-6pm. There are two days we are not at uni and one of these is for placement.

If you were accepted are there opportunities to defer for the following year or will you have to re apply?

You can normally defer your place once if you need to
Are their prerequisites for the postgrad program for speech language and therapy?

You can view our entry requirements on our course page:
https://www.city.ac.uk/study/courses/postgraduate/speech-and-language-therapy

Speech and Language Therapy MSc Course
Speech and Language Therapy MSc course - Accredited by the RCSLT and approved by the HCPC, develop skills for a career in speech and language therapy.

Hi all, I am going to the assessment day tomorrow. I was just wondering what percentage of interviewees are accepted onto the course?

A very high percentage. Applicants invited to interview have passed the basic criteria of entrance, and after the interview the application is examined in finer detail to ensure that nothing has been missed in the application, that the applicant has good references, and is able to write cogept English.

Does the university have any sports scholarships/bursaries available for students on the course competing in sport at a high level?

Hi Follow this link to find out about the scholarships and bursaries on offer -
https://www.city.ac.uk/study/fees-and-funding/scholarships-and-bursaries

Scholarships and bursaries
Funding support available for students studying at City, University of London.

Hey :) What are the course requirements? I'm living in London working in a primary school- I have an early years degree from Ireland. I'm wondering is it possible for me to do this specific course?

Yes it sounds like you may well meet the entrance criteria. You need a 2:1 and some relevant experience, but if you work with children I'm sure some will have communication difficulties like deafness or autism or speech or language delay
Hi unfortunately I was not successful in applying for sept 2019 (got through to interview) I would love a second chance or tips on how to improve for next years application. I think I need more experience in the S&L setting but it's proving quite difficult to get this. Any tips on how to get this experience? Thanks

City Lit college run a day 'What it's like to be an SLT' Northwick Park run similar courses. Volunteering is also good e.g The Stroke Association or Afasic

Could you explain what "summer block placement after exams" would consist of please?

This is a 3 day placement per week for about 7 weeks (over summer). The days depend on where you have been allocated.

Hello, I am interested in the 2 year postgraduate Msc course Speech and Language therapy , to start in 2020. Will there be an open evening specifically highlighting this course?

Yes, we will have an open evening in the Autumn where this course will be represented, more details will be added to this section of our website soon https://www.city.ac.uk/study/visit-us

Visit us

We run regular events at City, University of London for prospective students at all levels and you’ll find us at events worldwide. If you can’t make it to an event, take a look at our virtual tour.

what funding is available?

Hi You can find out about the funding available to you here - https://www.city.ac.uk/study/fees-and-funding

Fees and funding

Find out about fees at City, as well as the range of funding options.

Hi, I had applied for this programme. Can I know how long it takes to know the outcome of my application?
Hi [Name]. We are in the process of scheduling a Skype interviews for shortlisted applicants. We will forward you the details shortly.

Please, when will the interview begin?

Do you mean date or time? There are interviews running tomorrow (15th April) and also on Thursday (18th April). A further interview date will be set before September this year. Interviews for the next academic year begin in December. Candidates are invited to interview at specific dates and times.

I plan on applying for the entrance of September 2020, which month do applications usually open, in October to May?

Applications will open the beginning of October.

Hello, I've sent in my application from the United States, so this process is significantly different than my applications to universities in my area. Do you receive a lot of applications from the US? Also, this program qualifies under the Mutual Recognition Agreement with the Royal College of Speech Language Therapists and the American Speech Language Hearing Association, correct?

We get a few applications from the US. Yes there is a mutual recognition with the professional bodies, but the registration councils are separate bodies. People do then get registered to work in the US once they have successfully completed, but the requirements seem to vary from state to state, so I would recommend that you check with your local registration council that they will accept our MSc.
I'm an international student from Canada, what is the average GPA for this program?

About 3.9 I think, but please email health@city.ac.uk to check details

Can I talking or only chats

Only chats I'm afraid

Where can we be placed during placement? How far out of London can we be placed? I live in Croydon currently, trying to decide if I should move closer to the city.

Placements are usually allocated within 1 hour 30 mins journey from your home, so there is a possibility that you may need to travel.

Where would our placements be?

At many different hospitals, schools and health centres in London

Hello, I am unable to attend the selection day tomorrow. I had contacted the admissions team last Tuesday and Friday by email and had called them today. They had advised me that I could do the interview via Skype, but I have not received an email yet to arrange this. Please could you advise me on what to do next. Thanks very much.

Hi I spoke with you this afternoon. We will arrange for your interview to take place over Skype or once you return to the UK? We will forward the Skype link shortly.
Hello, I am unable to attend the selection day tomorrow. I had contacted the admissions team last Tuesday and Friday by email and had called them today. They had advised me that I could do the interview via Skype, but I have not received an email yet to arrange this. Please could you advise me on what to do next. Thanks very much, Michela Clarke

I understand that Skype interview dates/times are currently being set up. Please be patient; I am sure that the Admissions Team will get back to you. If you don’t hear in a few days, feel free to email me directly, (A.Hirson@city.ac.uk) and I will chase it up on your behalf.

Thank you for seeing online that you offer a volunteering abroad opportunity. Is this something that would take place after graduating from the masters programme?

Students are able to apply for these opportunities whilst on the course through our volunteering team, and they take place after completing the course.

I did my degree in Psychology and am now doing a PhD in Psychology on Developmental Language Disorder. I would like to know if my doctorate will allow me to do any teaching/marketing on relevant modules. I would be applying to start the MSc September 2020. I am concerned about the financial costs of the course while living in London so I exploring the options available to me.

You could not teach or mark while on the course, the University wouldn’t allow that I’m afraid.

Would you accept work experience in a special educational school, an old peoples home as relevant work experience for the course?

Yes, very much so, any experience of working with people with communication difficulties.

Thank you all its a interactive and informative session looking forward to be a part of city university :)

I’m an international student from Canada, what is the average GPA for this program?

Normally about 3.9, but you should email health@city.ac.uk to check details.

Hello, can we practice in France once we get the HCPC registration?

People have gone on to work in France, but you would need to check with the local registration council as to whether they would accept this qualification.

Does the course allow specialisation in the second year or is it kept general throughout?
It is kept general throughout, that way you will have the knowledge and skills for all fields!

Thank you Shanice!

You're welcome :) 

will this chat be accessible after 6pm for us to come back and look at any emails/links that have been provided?

Hi The transcript of this chat will be available here within a couple of days - https://www.city.ac.uk/study/visit-us/online-events

Online events
Interested in finding out more about City, University of London’s courses but unable to attend our open days? Register now for one of our online events.

Hello Everyone. I was wondering if someone could provide a bit of a breakdown about the course, specifically regarding the division of time between practical/clinical work and theoretical learning?

The course is approximately three quarters at Uni and one quarter on placement. Normally you are at Uni for three full days per week, plus one day on placement. Then you have block placement for 6 weeks in the summer.

City Lit college run a day 'What it's like to be an SLT' where can i find out more about this please?

You'll need to periodically check their website for when this is next running; https://www.citylit.ac.uk/

Hello, do you know what the employment success rate is of students who have completed the Masters?

The figure has always been extremely high, but I am afraid that I cannot give you an accurate percentage. It may be relevant to ask whether our graduates find jobs in a particular setting, or whether they have accepted more generic jobs before specialising. There may also be a question regarding whether graduates find a job in their desired geographical area...

In regards to submitting passport/birth cert to the admissions office - do we have to book an appt to do so?
Hi - you can bring your passport/birth certificate to the Myddelton Street Building for verification - or you can post the documents recorded delivery to:

SHS Admissions  
City, University of London  
Northampton Square  
London  
EC1V 0HB  

and we will post these back to you.

Also how soon one needs to apply to have a better chance at funding/ finding a place (re accommodation)

For 2020 you should try to apply before Christmas. Applications open early in October.

Hi there, I’m interested in learning more about the feasibility of doing the MSc alongside part-time work that has flexible hours. I’d like to know more about what to expect from the course in terms of the time attending lectures/placements and own learning.

You’re normally in uni for 3 full days and then one day on placement during term time. Then there’s a block placement in the summer.

Are there any expectations before we start the course? Do we have any compulsory reading etc

Before starting the course you will be given a list of recommended reading that you will benefit from (if you are coming from an unrelated background it will be useful).

Is there a way to contact other students (who have already been accepted) so that we could potentially connect and find a place to live together rather than post grad halls?

Hi unfortunately we are unable to give out contact details for applicant offer holders for security reasons.

Hi there, I’m interested in SLT and the City course. I intend to study for a career change but am concerned that it has been over a decade since I was last a student at University. Do you require applicants to have references related to their last course of study?

If possible, but in this case we would accept a more recent employer or contact from relevant work experience.

I was wondering if there were also opportunities to do placements abroad?

There are overseas opportunities, but they don’t count towards your placement hours as we are required to provide placements that are staffed by UK registrant SLTs.
Could you let me know how the course is structured to support students utilising and learning medical terminology for the first time.

There are lectures on anatomy and physiology in the pre-course in year 1.

Hiya. When will we find out our timetable?

Hi [redacted], the timetable for September 2019 will be sent out in early July.

For the different modules, how much do the exams and coursework usually weigh? (e.g. 70% exam, 30% coursework)

Overall it’s about 60% coursework and 40% exams.

There are only 10 minutes left of this session, due to the amount of questions received we apologise that we are unable to receive any further questions and will focus on responding to the questions we’ve received already.

Hi, do we get allocated a placement or do we get to choose our placement?

Placements are allocated. The reason for this is that we need to vet the quality of the placement and the quality of student supervision at placement. In addition, in order for the qualification to be accredited by the Royal College of Speech & Language Therapists, students should have experience of adult and child therapy and efforts are made to provide students with a range of different sub-fields. Finally, since City is not the only college arranging clinical placements, to avoid chaos the clinical allocations must be conducted in liaison with other institutions.

Would you accept a degree in education studies?

Hi thanks. Yes we would accept this qualification as long as you have a 2:1 or a above.

Hi, to what extent can you select your placements? Is this selected by the uni or can we have some influence on where we are allocated? I have heard it can be based on the area that you live?

Yes, your address and preferences influence your placement allocation. You can be allocated within 1 hour and 30 mins travel time from home.

When will I hear back about my application please?
Please email health@city.ac.uk, and our admissions team will look into this and get back to you.

When are we expected to hear back from the admissions team after we have had our interview?

We are currently working through the decisions and applicants will have a response by the end of this week.

Hi, I am interested in applying for the course however I am not sure if I have gained the relevant work experience to be successful with my application. I am currently working and supporting children with Autism and ADHD. Would this be relevant? or would I need to gain further experience working with adults also?

That work experience sounds really relevant, you don't need to have experience of working with both adults and children, as long as you have experience of dealing with communication difficulties.

What makes this SLT program different from other SLT programs in England?

We are the largest SLT course with 26 staff including specialists in all topics and internationally renowned researchers. On some courses you are taught by much smaller teams who are generalists and teach all topics. We also produce SLTs with good clinical competencies.

Yes, I agree with [redacted] this has been extremely useful! Thank you all very much.

I am on holiday for one week at the start of term 2 when it is a week of placements? Will I be able to make up the time over the rest of the year?

You will need to contact your clinical tutor and practice educator and inform them. They will be able to arrange a date you can make this up.

What makes this SLT program different from other SLT programs in England?

It is by far the largest course with the greatest range of experience and a relatively large staff to cover clinical fields, and all supporting academic areas such as Linguistics, Phonetics, Psychology. Th in-house clinic is a unique feature and the range of research conducted in the department gives it a cutting edge.

Hello, if my question hasn’t been answered by 6 will someone be able to email me? It is regarding declining and now wishing to accept my place.

Hi - Could you please email us and we will look into this for you. health@city.ac.uk
Please could you give an example of a ‘typical’ day once we start the course. For instance, are there certain fixed days that we attend lectures/training or do they change on a termly basis? Also, how are the days (at Uni) planned? For example - Are the days from 9am-6pm, then a day for placement?

Days at uni are normally 9-5 or 10-6. You are normally at uni for three days per week then one day on placement.

Sorry - the 2:1 requirement is regarding the 2 year postgraduate MSc course.

Yes that’s correct, you need a 2:1 for the MSc SLT course. If you have a 2:2 you could consider taking the 3 year BSc SLT course which leads to the same point - as a qualified SLT who can practice.

Skype interview is a great idea. Really convenient for those of us currently in full-time employment! Another question for you: will the contents of this chat session be available after the session, for us to be able to refer back to? And if we have any questions after the session, is it the pgenquiries email address that we need to contact?

You can contact health@city.ac.uk for any specific questions after, but a transcript of this chat session will also be displayed here (under the past events heading); https://www.city.ac.uk/study/visit-us/online-events

Online events
Interested in finding out more about City, University of London’s courses but unable to attend our open days? Register now for one of our online events.

When is the last selection day for home students?

We are currently scheduling dates and will be holding interviews up until possibly May/June.

Hi there! I was curious, if you are invited for selection day interviews, is there a strong chance of acceptance? Or is there many more interviewees than there are spots available?

I think about two thirds of students who are invited to interview are offered a place.

How detrimental is it to applications if you have not obtained relevant work experience?
It is very difficult to submit a really good written application and even more difficult to get through the interview process without some relevant experience. We are aware that it is difficult to get such experience in some parts of the UK and elsewhere in the world, in such instances applicants may be able to utilise related experience or video/youtube material to learn what Speech & Language Therapy is all about. It is naturally important that students going onto an intensive (and expensive) course are properly informed before embarking upon the programme.

Is there much pastoral care?

We have a personal tutor who we can contact whenever we wish to talk about things. We also have a PDG groups which is to discuss any issues or positives about placement with other students!

How are the placements organised throughout the course? Do the university decide or do the students have to organise this?

The university organises placements. You get a range as required by the HCPC and RCSLT. You are allowed to specify preferences though within this system.

If accepted on the course is there a process for deferral to the following years intake?

Yes there is.

I'm from India and my internship of bachelor degree will be completing in October so when can I apply for college?

Applications are considered from September onwards (to start the course the following September).

Thank you both Rebecca and Allen. I am able to do both a Skype interview and I can come in once I return to the UK. I return to the UK on the 18th so could come in then if that is more convenient?

Great. I will be in touch.

Interesting that you mentioned a previous student is now practicing abroad! Do you know if they had to take further studies/exams in order for their degree to be recognised?

It depends where they are practising. Some not, but some students have been required to do a short (one week) extra course in Audiology.

Hi how can I know if I'm up for a Skype interview will I get an e-mail?
Hi, please email health@city.ac.uk and the admissions team will be able to give you up-to-date information regarding your application.

Is it vital to have some scientific knowledge of speech, language and communication difficulties in order to be considered for a place on the course?

At interview you would need to demonstrate an understanding of different communication difficulties and what an SLT's role would involve.

Do the interviews have to be Skype or can they be in person?

Interviews can take place over Skype or you can have a face to face interview.

When are we supposed to receive invitations for interviews?

Hi, please email health@city.ac.uk and the admissions team will be able to give you up-to-date information regarding your application.

I received an email on April 1st and haven’t heard anything about a Skype interview. Do you know when the interviews will be roughly as I return back to the UK at the end of April which would be better for an interview for me? Not a problem if not.

Please contact our admissions team at health@city.ac.uk who will be able to advise on what's possible.

How frequent are the clinical placements?

One day per week during term time, than a short placement block after Christmas in year 1 and at the start of year 2 and big (8 week) placement blocks in the summer.

What types of questions will be in the interview tomorrow?
Sophie, one of our student bloggers, offers some advice for preparing for your interview in a video blog which might be helpful to watch: https://blogs.city.ac.uk/slt2015/2018/10/16/slt-interviews-and-what-you-might-want-to-prep/  

**SLT Interviews and What You Might Want to Prep**  
As we're getting deeper into fourth year, getting organised with our research projects and literature review coursework, it suddenly feels like the end is in sight for us soon-to-be Newly Qualified Therapists.

Who should I reach out to as an international student for guidance through this application process?

Hi [NAME], if you email health@city.ac.uk the admissions team will be able to guide you through the application process.

Hello! I think I lost connection before but I applied for the Msc September 2019 entry about 2 weeks ago. I was wondering how long it usually took to hear back as to whether I got an interview or not? I was also wondering how the layout of the course was in terms of placements and how you would go about finding placements - does everyone do the same one? Thank you!

Hi [NAME], please email health@city.ac.uk and the admissions team will be able to give you up-to-date information regarding your application.

Hi there, I applied back before the December due date but haven't heard anything, does this mean my application was declined?

Hi [NAME], please email health@city.ac.uk and the admissions team will be able to give you up-to-date information regarding your application.

When are the interviews held please?

Hi [NAME], please email health@city.ac.uk and the admissions team will be able to give you up-to-date information regarding your application.

Hello, I am a 'mature' student - how is the 2:1 entry requirement handled with regards to my degree in Communication (University of Amsterdam) which I completed in 1997?
We consider applications from Universities from around the world. A degree from the University of Amsterdam would be most welcome. We accept students of all ages, and this provides a healthy range of experience and energy within the student group.

How many weeks a year are you in university?

14 weeks in the autumn term, 14 in the spring, 14 in the summer (including exams and the placement blocks)

Can I join in October if I fill form now?

We are still accepting applications until the end of May, to start the course in September 2019.

Hey, you informed me that I would have an interview. I had completed the form. When would I know the exact day and time?

Hi, Please email health@city.ac.uk and the admissions team will be able to give you up-to-date information regarding your application.

Once accepted, when would we be able to enroll?

If you start in 2019 it would be at the beginning of September. There is only one intake per year.

I have my interview tomorrow - when should I expect to hear from you if I have been accepted?

You'd usually hear within 2-3 weeks.

Approximately how long after an application has been sent would an interview be requested?

Hi, Please email health@city.ac.uk and the admissions team will be able to give you up-to-date information regarding your application.

Is there a strong possibility of being unsuccessful if I hold a 2:2 BA in English? (From Coventry University)

Yes you will not get an MSc place with a 2:2. You can however apply for the 3 year BSc SLT. You will be qualified as an SLT at the end of the course in the same way as the MSc and you will be able to get another student loan. Doing the curriculum over three years is also less stressful.
How long will an interview roughly last?

The interview format is somewhat novel: it is known as MMI, multiple mini interviews. This comprises 4 interviews each of 8 minutes duration. Each is conducted by either an academic or clinical tutor and may additionally include a service user, namely someone currently receiving speech and language therapy.

Hey, you informed me that I would have an interview. I had completed the form. when would I know the exact day and time?

Hi
Please email health@city.ac.uk and the admissions team will be able to give you up-to-date information regarding your application.

I would like to know if CityU would give conditional offer for applicant failed to fulfill the IELTS requirement. Thanks all!

You need IELTS if you have not studied in English before

I was also wondering what the term dates are for 19/20, so I can work out how long I will need my accommodation for? Thanks!

You can view our term dates here; https://www.city.ac.uk/about/governance/academic-year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic year (term dates)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>City, University of London for the 2016-17 and 2017-18 academic years.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hi, I have already attended my interview selection day a few weeks back and am just wondering when I would find out if I have been successful and am enrolled onto the course?

Hi
Please email health@city.ac.uk and the admissions team will be able to give you up-to-date information regarding your application.

What benefit would having 5+ years of experience working as a speech language pathology assistant in the US have if I’m applying to this course?

It would be very beneficial. I’m sure you have great insight into the role of SLTs.
Roughly when are we likely to find out about term times for 2019/20 (including exam period and holidays etc)?

You can view term dates here; [https://www.city.ac.uk/about/governance/academic-year](https://www.city.ac.uk/about/governance/academic-year)

**Academic year (term dates)**
City, University of London for the 2016-17 and 2017-18 academic years.

regarding placements, I currently live in [redacted] and would most likely commute. If I was able to find a placement in [redacted] would the University be open to this?

Practice educators (managers at placement) need to have had training completed at City. It is therefore difficult to find your own placement. However, you can contact uni and let them know that you will prefer a placement in Essex.

Can you also check my application status, please? ref [redacted] I haven’t received anything about the interview yet.

Hi [redacted], please email health@city.ac.uk and the admissions team will be able to give you up-to-date information regarding your application.

Hi, I have already attended my interview selection day a few weeks back and am just wondering when I would find out if I have been successful and am enrolled onto the course?

Hi [redacted], please email health@city.ac.uk and the admissions team will be able to give you up-to-date information regarding your application.

If I cannot make an open day can I still come and talk to the team for this course? Thank you!

You could contact our admissions team who may be able to arrange for this to happen; health@city.ac.uk.

What is the schedule of placements across the years?

You have placements 1 day per week in term time, plus a short block after Xmas in year 1, then a 6 week block in the summer. Similar in year 2.
How many modules do we take roughly per term?

Most modules span the whole year, there are 7 in the first year and 6 in the second year.

What support do you provide for students who have SEN?

Students with particular requirements are supported by a Department within the University that assesses the particular learning requirements of students and, where appropriate, recommends modifications to assessments (e.g. extra time, modified paper, or specified seating) that will enable the student to demonstrate their true intellectual abilities.

Do pupils usually look for their own placements?

No. This is allocated by uni. In first term you will need to find your own 3 day placement in a typically developing children setting and an adult setting.

I have done masters in psychology then certification in speech and language therapy aim i eligible for this course?

Yes it sounds like you would meet the criteria.

Paul, please may I receive a copy of the email with reading and deadlines list?

Please email our admissions team at health@city.ac.uk who will be able to share these details with you.

Are there any part time SLT courses?

Not at City, I am afraid.

I would like to know would CityU give conditional offer for applicant failed to fulfill the IELTS requirement? Thanks all!

You need IELTS if you haven't studied in English before.

I noticed the interview/assessment sessions run for just over 2 hours. Will that entire time be for interviewing/assessing or will that include the campus tour and time to ask questions?
Hi, please email health@city.ac.uk and the admissions team will be able to give you up-to-date information regarding the interview process.

Does the summer placement have to be in London?

Yes, they are in London. You will also be required to attend compulsory tutorials usually once every two weeks so will need to be in London anyway.

What are the career opportunities like? Can you choose to work with children or adults specifically or is it generally mixed?

More than 90% of our graduates are in work 6 months after qualifying. Many jobs are either with children or adults.

Is there a dissertation in the second year?

Yes, there's a short dissertation in year 2.

Hi, I sent in my application a month ago, but I recently completed my internship at a speech therapy clinic. Is there any way I can submit a referral letter from the clinic I interned at, such that it can be considered in my application?

Yes, please email details through to our admissions team at health@city.ac.uk and they can attach details to your application.

Is the course exam heavy, or coursework heavy?

About 60% coursework, 40% exams.

I have my offer and would like to know if there any specific reading that or research that could help me prepare ahead for the start of my masters. Thank you.

You may wish to enjoy a period of peace and quiet without academic reading before the course begins! However, if you cannot hold back, email me and I will send you a short reading list. A.Hinson@city.ac.uk

Is an ordinary degree sufficient for entering the course?

Normally an honours degree is required.
Could you please let me know any good reading or tips to prepare for September- start of the SLT masters? I have done some reading and training mainly related to paediatric Intervention. Thank you

Please email our admissions team at health@city.ac.uk who will be able to share the recommended reading list with you.

For SLT, is it more intensive than other MSc courses, in like, the term dates? For example, are you usually on placement over the summer as with other health courses?

From January to early April we are usually on placement 1 day a week. In summer (June - July) we have block placements - 3 days a week for a period of around 7 weeks.

for non UK students, how are the GCSE requirements adjusted?

Hi - Thanks for your msg. We would check your qualifications on UK NARIC for EU or overseas.

How does the tutor in system work?

Students discuss their clinical placements in small tutorial groups, there are also small labs groups and tutorials for some of our modules.

Also, regarding the modules, what are the exam and coursework weightings? (I do understand that this varies for each module, but a rough idea would be good - e.g. for my psychology undergrad, it was usually 70% exam and 30% coursework)

It works out as approximately 60% coursework overall.

Hello my name is [REDACTED] and I'm a Childhood and Youth undergraduate at [REDACTED]. I have worked with children in special needs schools and in an old peoples home, would this count as relevant work experience?

This is definitely relevant! If you could get hold of shadowing SLT etc that would be great too. However, admissions usually look for how well you understand the role of an SLT, how your experiences have helped you gain skills of an SLT and your passion for it!

How much score I should have in my bachelor degree

Hi - You would need to achieve a 2:1 or above for your degree.
Is 15 days too long for hearing about when my Skype interview will be? I'm not sure if I have missed an email or something

Hi, please email health@city.ac.uk and the admissions team will be able to give you up-to-date information regarding your application.

I have experience in working with people with aphasia as well as, work at a hearing clinic under the supervision of a few audioligist's but, I have never been under the supervision of an SLP. Is this experience you accept?

That's fine, that experience is really valuable.

Do international students often get placed as SLTs on completion of the course?

If they have a visa to work in the UK, then they can apply for jobs in the UK and more than 90% of our graduates find jobs 6 months. Graduates also get work abroad.

I am from Pakistan i wanna know about gpa criteria?

Please contact our admissions team at health@city.ac.uk who will be able to help advise.

What sets the City MSc apart from the UCL course please?

The City course has a clinical focus and we have a reputation for producing excellent clinicians. We are a larger course with a larger dedicated staff complement.

Do i need to write gre exam for admission?

Hi - There are no entrance exams, we will assess your qualifications, application, references and the outcome of your interview.
Thanks for sending through all your questions, we're not accepting further questions but we are still working our way through what we've received already. We will stay online for another 10 minutes to answer as much as possible. We will also share a transcript of this session on our website (https://www.city.ac.uk/study/visit-us/online-events) which you can view later.

Hi there, thank you Paul Turner for your answers. I should have been more clear that I meant teaching/marketing on the Psychology course, as I do at the moment during my PhD in Psychology.

OK, sorry I see. The course is very intensive, but you would have time to continue with some teaching/marketing, particularly if it's flexible work.

Any tips on how to find a SLT to shadow, especially working with children might be tricky?

You can try contacting local hospitals and charities such as Stroke Association.

Hello, I was wondering whether EU students are eligible for the same maintenance and tuition fee loans as UK students?

Currently they are, whilst we are part of the EU.

Sorry didn't mean to post my response yet! Accidentally pressed enter. Thank you Paul for your responses. I know you don't have time to answer new questions but I just wondered if there are any current MSc students we could speak to to talk about the possibility for fitting in part time work alongside the course? Or any members of staff we could contact over the phone?

I am an MSc student and although I don't have a part time job, I know plenty of other students that do! I think 2 days a week of part-time is perfect amount! There is also Unitemps through City where there are shifts available whenever they fit your timetable!

Do we organise our own placements during the course? Does the uni guide us on how to find relevant placements?

The University organises placements for our students.
Rebecca Lewis: I have finally found it - thank you.

Great, thank you.

Also what percentage of applicants have done the BSc prior to entering the masters?

None of our BSc SLT students will do the MSc SLT course, as both courses lead to the same registration.

Sorry didn't mean to post my response yet! Accidentally pressed enter. Thank you Paul for your responses. I know you don't have time to answer new questions but I just wondered if there are any current MSc students we could speak to to talk about the possibility for fitting in part-time work alongside the course? Or any members of staff we could contact over the phone?

You can meet students at SLT open days (BSc or MSc) which run at different times during the year - see website. Otherwise you can email health@city.ac.uk and ask to speak to one of the admission tutors.

Paul: was that extra week in audiology for Canadian students? I heard that audiology hours need to be accumulated for Canadians to practice in Canada -- more hours than required by City.

Yes, that's right.

Hi, I see a lot of international students for which you're organizing Skype interviews. Have you finalized your intake for UK/EU students? I have not heard back after my interview a couple of weeks ago and I was wondering if I should have heard back.

No we haven't finalized the intake for UK/EU student yet. The course is still open until the end of May.

Do you only have one block placement in the summer? or one in the winter too?

Block placement is only in summer. In spring we have placement 1 day a week.

Hello, I am happy to have received an offer for the course, but it says that it is subject to me having the relevant GCSE's, which I don't have. I did say this in the application but not sure how this works now. My GCSE's got disrupted because we moved around a lot and I never retook them, but proved myself capable at college. I'm not sure what to do about it.

Hi [name] - Are you able to contact the exam board for a replacement? Can you email us with update regarding your GCSE's to health@city.ac.uk.

gutted about the 2.2 :[ didn't really want to do another BA, but thank you for the info.
Sorry to hear that. I understand about not wanting to do another BSc, but as I say it is a less stressful way of completing the curriculum.

Is there any choice in placements?

You’ll need to do a range of placements to cover different environments, you will be able to express a preference and we take into account your travel time.

Is the dissertation research based/ involve stats?

Yes it's research based and involves stats.

Is this masters recognised over seas e.g. Australia?

You would need to check with the local registration council as to whether they would accept this MSc, previous students have gone on to work abroad though.

Would you accept work experience in a special educational school, an old peoples home as relevant work experience for the course? Thank you.

Yes we would.

Hi Rebecca thanks for the reply. Yes I am back in the UK now and would love a face to face interview. When are the dates for these? As I work full time in a school at the moment and need to give them plenty of notice to have a day off!

Please email our admissions team at health@city.ac.uk who will be able to check and confirm.

Are people without any form of experience usually still considered?

Yes any relevant experience of working is considered.

Does having experience of receiving support from a Salt help in anyway?

Yes if you can reflect on what you’ve learnt from your experience.
Sorry I know you did say no more questions, I was just wondering where to find the directions to the building we will be interviewing at tomorrow. Many thanks.

You can view our campus map here: [https://www.city.ac.uk/about/campus-map](https://www.city.ac.uk/about/campus-map)

**Campus map**
Interactive map showing City, University of London's buildings, services and local amenities

---

There was a technical issue with my profile and I'm not sure my comments have been read in the past 30 min, can any of the moderators acknowledge you can now see this now?

Yes we can. Sorry if we missed your comment.

Do you know the employ-ability rate of your graduates after leaving City? Is there anything we should consider doing before/during the course to improve our chances?

More than 90% of our graduates are in work 6 months after qualifying.

I have not been sent the form to put my Skype details in for my interview, when will I expect to receive this? Thanks very much.

Please contact our admissions team who will be able to help; [health@city.ac.uk](mailto:health@city.ac.uk)

Hello, what is the percentage of UK/EU students vs international students and have you already filled your UK/EU quota for a 2019 start?

We are normally about 90% UK-EU. No the course is not quite full yet for 2019. The closing date is the 31st of May.

Would you accept work experience in a special educational school, an old peoples home as relevant work experience for the course?

Yes we would.
If accepted on the course is there a process for deferral to the following years intake?

Yes, you can defer once, please contact the admissions team for more details; health@city.ac.uk

Do you know what percentage of last year’s MSc graduates are now working as SLTs, or in related fields?

We know the data for the previous year - more than 90% of the graduates are working in the field.

Do students have placements with other students or individually?

Often students are in pairs.

I would like to know would CityU give conditional offer for applicant failed to fulfill the IELTS requirement? Thanks all!

Hi, unfortunately we are unable to give a conditional offer to applicant who do not meet the entry criteria.

Are exams and coursework each 50% weighted?

Coursework is roughly 60%, and exams 40%.

Is it required for me to have my degree already before applying? I’m in the honours linguistics program in Canada, and I will be done my degree in June 2020. Can I still apply October 2019?

No you can apply if you are due to graduate in the summer. If successful at interview we would make you a conditional offer.

I was wondering what is the typical length of a placement? Is there an opportunity to build up strong connections within one setting or is the turn over quite fast paced?

Hi, You will be on placement one day a week, and then in six week blocks during the summer.

I have also been working as a speech language pathology assistant here in the states, how much of my experience may play a role in the admission process?
This is really relevant experience, it sounds like you'll have learnt a lot about the profession and what SLTs do, so this experience would be really useful for this course.

Are block placements paid opportunities? Are these geared to the student's interests? Are these placements sourced by the uni or does the student need to look for this?

The placements are organised by the university, but you can express a preference. We need to ensure that you have both adult and child placements. You are not paid to be on placement, but you do receive a loan for living expenses if you're a UK/EU student.

Are there any prerequisite courses for the MSc Speech Language Therapy?

No we do not specify a subject at BSc level. Many student have psychology or biology or linguistics / languages, etc.

Would it be possible to apply without having shadowed / had any volunteering experience? I am mindful that the application deadline is fairly soon. Have plans to do so, but wondering how realistic it would be to apply beforehand.

Yes you could apply and include your placement plans in the application, though you would probably have a better chance of obtaining a place after your placement in the 2020 intake.

Fharia- could you give me what you're enjoying most and finding most challenging about the course? Would love some student insight!

Fharia has advised that her favourite module was articulatory phonetics - she found it was interesting to study all the sounds of the world, and it makes you view speech in a different way. She said some placement settings can be seen as challenging, but that she learnt a lot from them.

Is there a stats/research aspect on this course?

Yes - you can find out more in the modules section of the course page [https://www.city.ac.uk/study/courses/postgraduate/speech-and-language-therapy](https://www.city.ac.uk/study/courses/postgraduate/speech-and-language-therapy)

**Speech and Language Therapy MSc Course**

Speech and Language Therapy MSc course - Accredited by the RCSLT and approved by the HCPC, develop skills for a career in speech and language therapy.
Hi I wanted to ask when can we start to apply for the MSc SALT course for sept 2020 start?

From October

Typically how quickly do students decide which area of speech and language they would like to work in?

Many student know after a year of the course, some don’t decide until they have finished.

What do most students go onto do after graduating?

They go on to work as SLTs in settings such as:
- Health centres.
- Hospitals.
- Schools.
- Charities.
- Universities.
Increasingly, many graduates also work in the private sector as independent speech and language therapists.

Hi everyone, I have a question. In terms of placements, if we have contacts with certain settings would you be willing to organise placements for us with these settings if they are not already in your contacts? thanks

Normally we organise all the placements based on a number criteria including distance from home, previous placement experience, etc.

“We want people to understand about the types of communication difficulties that people can experience and what SLTs do to help them. You can shadow an SLT, or attend a course about what it’s like to be an SLT at City Lit college or volunteer for a charity like the Stroke Association." Fantastic, thanks Paul. After looking into the Stroke Association (as stroke is the area in which I wish to specialise), there is nothing local to me, so am currently seeking alternative volunteer opportunities. If I have no success, will this hinder my chances of getting on the course? I have attended the City Lit introduction to SLT :)”

You would be expected to have some experience, but this could include working with children or elderly people with communication difficulties.

Should we be looking into certain core areas before we start in September? E.g: Bio-Medical Science the basic anatomy of S+L? Also, the IPA chart?

Yes, in particular I would look at areas where your knowledge is weaker. Students come from different backgrounds and all have strengths and weaknesses. If you did science at UG level then it might benefit you to look at linguistics for example, or if you’re from a language background it would be a good idea to study A&P.
Hello, I am happy to have received an offer for the course, but it says that it is subject to me having the relevant GCSE’s, which I don’t have. I did say this in the application but not sure how this works now. My GCSE’s got disrupted because we moved around a lot and I never retook them, but proved myself capable at college. I’m not sure what to do about it.

You would need to meet the GCSE entry criteria, or have equivalent qualifications.

Is the course any different from others such as those at UCL or Reading?

Yes we have the biggest dedicated team of specialist lecturers (26 in total). We have a reputation from clinical work and research particularly in aphasia and reading in Deaf children.

This session has now ended. Thank you so much for joining us for today’s chat, and for all your questions. If you have any further questions please email health@city.ac.uk.